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What is chronic pain?
Chronic pain is when a person suffers from pain in a particular area of the
body (for example, in the back or the neck) for at least three to six months.
It may be as bad as, or even worse than, short-term pain, but it can feel like
more of a problem because it lasts a longer time. Chronic pain lasts beyond
the normal amount of time that an injury takes to heal.
Chronic pain can come from many things. Some people get chronic pain
from normal wear and tear of the body or from aging. Others have chronic
pain from various types of cancer, or other chronic medical illnesses. In
some cases, the chronic pain may be from an injury that happened during
an accident or an assault. Some chronic pain has no explanation.
How common is chronic pain?
Approximately one in three Americans suffer from some kind of chronic pain
in their lifetimes, and about one quarter of them are not able to do day to
day activities because of their chronic pain. Between 80% and 90% of
Americans experience chronic problems in the neck or lower back.
How do health care providers evaluate pain?
Care providers generally assess chronic pain during a physical exam, but
how much pain someone is in is hard to determine. Every person is different
and perceives and experiences pain in different ways. There is often very
little consistency when different doctors try to measure a patient's pain.
Sometimes the care provider may not believe the patient, or might minimize
the amount of pain. All of these things can be frustrating for the person in
pain. Additionally, this kind of experience often makes patients feel
helplessness and hopeless, which in turn increases tension and pain and
makes the person more upset. Conversation between the doctor and
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patient is important, including sharing information about treatment options. If
no progress is made, get a second opinion.
What is the experience of chronic pain like physically?
There are many forms of chronic pain, including pain felt in: the low back
(most common); the neck; the mouth, face, and jaw (TMJ); the pelvis; or the
head (e.g., tension and migraine headaches). Of course, each type of
condition results in different experiences of pain.
People with chronic pain are less able to function well in daily life than those
who do not suffer from chronic pain. They may have trouble with things
such as walking, standing, sitting, lifting light objects, doing paperwork,
standing in line at a grocery store, going shopping, or working. Many
patients with chronic pain cannot work because of their pain or physical
limitations.
What is the experience of chronic pain like psychologically?
Research has shown that many patients who experience chronic pain (up to
100% of these patients) tend to also be diagnosed with depression.
Because the pain and disability are always there and that may even
become worse over time, many of them think suicide is the only way to end
their pain and frustration. They think they have no control over their life.
This frustration may also lead the person to use drugs or have unneeded
surgery.
Chronic pain and PTSD
Some people's chronic pain stems from a traumatic event, such as a
physical or sexual assault, a motor vehicle accident, or some type of
disaster. Under these circumstances the person may experience both
chronic pain and PTSD. The person in pain may not even realize the
connection between their pain and a traumatic event. Approximately 15% to
35% of patients with chronic pain also have PTSD. Only 2% of people who
do not have chronic pain have PTSD. One study found that 51% of patients
with chronic low back pain had PTSD symptoms. For people with chronic
pain, the pain may actually serve as a reminder of the traumatic event,
which will tend to make the PTSD even worse. Survivors of physical,
psychological, or sexual abuse tend to be more at risk for developing
certain types of chronic pain later in their lives.
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Date this content was last updated is at the bottom of the page.
The National Center for PTSD does not provide direct clinical care,
individual referrals or benefits information.
For help please see:
Where to Get Help for PTSD or
Get Help with VA PTSD Care, Benefits, or Claims
For Web site help: Web Policies
PTSD Information Voice Mail:
(802) 296-6300
Contact Us: ncptsd@va.gov
Also see: VA Mental Health
Connect with us
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